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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n x s matrix of rank r, B be an n X t matrix of rank p < r, and X be 
an s X t matrix. This paper discusses conditions on the matrices A and B so that the 
matric equation AX= B will have solutions for the matrix X. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let A be an n X s matrix of rank r, B be an n X t matrix of rank p < T, and 
X be an s X t matrix. In 1956 [l] John H. Hodges found the number of 
solutions X in a finite field of the matric equation AX= B. In finding this 
number of solutions, he also obtained a solvability criterion for this matric 
equation. If we let Z (n, s; t) denote an n X s matrix with the identity matrix 
of order t in its upper left hand corner and zeros elsewhere, then Hodges’s 
solvability criterion may be stated as follows: The matric equation AX = B 
has a solution for X if and only if there exist nonsingular matrices P, Q, R, S 
such that (1) PAQ=Z( n,s; r), RBS = Z (n, t; p) and (2) if PR -’ = (yij), then 
yjj = 0 for T < i < n and 1 < i < p. Clearly, condition (1) follows directly by the 
usual canonical form for a rectangular matrix under equivalence, so it is 
condition (2) which we wish to discuss. We note that the portion of Hodges’s 
paper which deals with the above criterion does not involve finite fields, so 
in this paper we take the elements of our matrices from an arbitrary field F. 
Since there are in general many P, Q, R, S which satisfy (l), it is apparent 
that the solvability of AX = B should not be a function of P and R, but rather 
a function of A and B. Hodges notes [2] that this is indeed the case while he 
is discussing a slightly different type of equation. However, in this paper we 
would like to be more specific and find what types of matrices A,B can 
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possibly satisfy such conditions. Also, in practice it is very time consuming to 
calculate R -l, and we will reformulate this solvability criterion without 
having to calculate R - ‘. We note that, in general, the application of the 
criterion given in this paper will require the determination of the rank of a 
certain matrix, and so might also be time consuming. We remark that the 
main emphasis of [l] was counting the number of solutions of AX = B. The 
condition obtained in [l, Theorem 21 was a direct result of this counting 
process. Hence, we are simply using his result as a starting point for this 
paper. 
To simplify our discussion, we first consider the case B = Z (n, t; p) in Sec. 
2. Then we discuss the more general case of B equivalent to I (n, t; p) in Sec. 
3. Theorem 3 gives the restatement of [l, Theorem 21 in terms of the 
matrices A and (or) B under certain conditions. Finally, in Sec. 4, we state 
some related results which involve the matrices Q and S. 
Throughout this paper all matrices will have elements from an arbitrary 
field F and will be denoted by Latin capitals A,B, , . . . A(n,s) will denote an 
n X s matrix, and A (n, s; r) a matrix of the same dimensions with rank T. I,,, 
will denote the identity matrix of order m. 
2. THE CASE B = I (n, t; p). 
In this situation, we may take R = Z,, and S = Zt in Hodges’s result, so that 
the criterion for solvability of AX = B is given in terms of PI,’ = P. Hence, 
we start our discussion with the following theorem. We first note that if 
p = 0, then B = (zero matrix) and AX = B always has the solution X = zero, so 
we restrict ourselves to the case p > 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let A = A (n,s; T); p, T be integers such that 1< p < r; and 
P, Q be nonsingular matrices such that PAQ = I (n, s; T). Then 
p Pl, p= 11’ 
[ 1 0 pzz if and only if A = P7 (2.1) 
where P,,= P,,(r,p), P,,=P,,(r,n-p), O,=[zer+o (n-r)Xp matrixI, Pzz 
= Pzz(n-r,n-p), A,=A,(p,s) and A,=A,(n-p,s; U) with u=r-p. 
Proof. Suppose A, P, Q are as given above, with P as in (2.1). We write 
PAQ=Z(n,s; r) as PA=Z(n,s; r)Q-’ and block the matrices A and Q-‘as 
A =col(A,,A,); Q -’ = col( Qp Qz), (2.2) 
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with A,= Q,(p,s), A,=A,(n--P,s), Q1= Ql(r,s), Q2= Q2(s-r,s). By block 
multiplication of PA = I (n,s; r)Q -l, we obtain col(P,,A, + P,,A,, P,A,) 
= col( Qr, 0), where 0 is the (n - r) X s zero matrix. Hence, PzzAz = 0. Since P 
is a nonsingular matrix, we must have rank Pzz = n - r = (number of rows of 
Pzz). Clearly, n - r < n-p= (number of columns of P&. For any matrix T, 
rank T+ nullity T= (number of columns of T) [3, Theorem 3-91, so that 
n - r + nullity Pzz = n - p. Hence, nullity Pzz = r - p. But, since PzzAz = 0, the 
columns of A, are in the null space of Pzz, so that rankA, < r-p. Suppose 
rank A, =u<r--p. We then have r=rankA<rankA,+rankA2<rankA,+ 
r - p. Hence, p < rankAl. But this is impossible, since p = (number of rows of 
A,). Hence, U=rankAs=r-p. 
Conversely, suppose A = col(A,,A,) with A, = A,( n - p,s; u) and u = r - 
p. We then block Q -’ as in (2.2) and block P as in (2.1), except that we 
replace 0, by an arbitrary block Pzl = Pzl( n - T, p), which we will show must 
be zero. Since rank A, = u = r - p, there exists a nonsingular matrix Qi such 
that 
AQ,=col(A,,A,)Q,= ;‘I ;I2 , [ 1 22 (2.3) 
where A,, = A,,(P,~ - [r- Al), 42 =A,,(p,r-p), 0 is the (n-p)X[n-((T-p)] 
zero matrix, and A,, = A,,(n - p, r - p). We have simply used Qi to put some 
u independent columns of A, into the r-p columns designated by A, and 
then used these columns to reduce the other columns of A, to zero columns. 
If we now multiply both sides of PA = Z (n, s; r)Q - ’ by Qi, we obtain 
P(AQ,)= Z(n,s; r)Q2, where Q2= Q-‘Qi. W now block Q2 as 
where Q1l=Q1l(r,s-Ir-~l)y Q12=Q12(r,r-~), Qzl=Qzl(~-r,~-tr-pl), 
Qz2 = Qz2( s - r, r - p). Then by using block multiplication on P (AQ,) = Z (n, s; 
r)Q2 we obtain 
P,,A,, PI,42 + Pl2A22 
f’2A P2142 + P2242 
]=[z” 21. (2.4) 
We next note that the rank of A,, is p. This can be seen by noting that 
rankAir < p = (number of rows of A,,). However, the rank of A is r and 
since rankA,, = r-p, the maximum possible value for the rank of A is 
rankAl,+ (r-p). Thus, rankArl+ (r-p) > r, so rankA,,=p. In view of (2.4) 
we obtain P,,A,, =O. But A,, is pX [s- (r-p)] of rank p, so, by the note 
below, rankP,,A,, = rankP2r. Hence, Pzl must be the zero matrix. n 
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Note. The following results are included here for completeness. 
(a) Let P and Q be matrices such that P is n X s and Q is s X t of rank s. 
Then rank PQ = rank P. 
(b) Let R, S be matrices such that R is n X s of rank s and S is s X t. Then 
rankRS=rankS. 
Proof Part (a): Let U be a nonsingular matrix such that QV= [I,,01 
= (column equivalent form of Q). Then rank PQ = rank PQU = rank P [ Z,, 0] 
= rank [ P, 0] = rank P. Part (b) is proven similarly. n 
REMARK. It is perhaps of some interest to note that rank Qii = p. This 
follows directly, since P,,A,, = Qll, and P,, is r Xp and must have rank p 
since P,, =O. Hence, by the above note, rankP,,A,,=rankA,,=p. 
In the event that p= r we obtain the following corollary which is 
interesting by itself. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A, P, Q are as given in Theorem 1 with p= T, then 
P= 
PII pv2 
[ 1 if and only if A = 4 0, pzz [ 1 0, ’ 
where P,, = P,,( r, r), Pz = Pz( r,n - r), 0, is the zero (n - r) X r matrix, Pzz 
=Pzz(n-r,n-r), A,=A,(r,s), and 0, is the zero (n-r)Xs matrix. 
It is now possible to state a solvability condition for the case B = Z (n, t; 
p), but since it is a special case of Theorem 3 of Sec. 3, we shall not take the 
space to do so. 
3. THE CASE OF B EQUIVALENT TO I (n, t; p) 
In this situation we wish to see how the fact that PR - ’ has a certain 
block of zero elements is related to the matrices A and (or) B. The first result 
in this direction is the following. 
THEOREM 2. LetA=A(n,s;r)andB=B(n,t;p),l<p<r,bearbitray 
matrices. Let P, Q, R, S be nonsingular matrices such that PAQ= I (n,s; r) 
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and RBS = I (n, t; p). Then 
if and only if RA = Al 
[ 1 A, ’ 
(3.1 1 
where K,,= K,,(r,p), K,,= K,,(r,n-p), 0, is the (n- r)xp matrix, K,, 
=K&n-r,n-p), A,=A,(p,s) and A,=A,(n-p,s; u) with u=r-p. 
Proof. The proof is a direct application of Theorem 1, but we sketch the 
details. Write PAQ=l(n,s; r) as PR-‘(RA)Q=I(n,s; r). Then if PR-‘has 
the form of (3.1), we have by Theorem 1 that RA has the form indicated in 
(3.1). The converse argument follows in the same manner. n 
We may now restat [l, Theorem 21 in terms of the matrices A and R. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B, P, Q, R, S be as in Theorem 2 with O<p<r. 
Then AX = B has a solution X = X (s, t) if and only if RA = col(A,,A,) where 
A, and A, are as defined in (3.1), and if p=O the block A, does not appear. 
Proof. If RA is of the above form and p > 1, then PR -’ has the form of 
(3.1) so by [l, Th eorem 21, AX = B is solvable. If AX = B is solvable, then by 
[l, Theorem 21 and Theorem 2, RA has the desired form. If p = 0, then 
AX = B always has the solution X = col(0,. . . , 0) so the theorem is true. n 
It is worthwhile to show that Theorem 3 agrees with the “usual” 
solvability condition for AX = B when B = B (n, 1; p). In this case, as is well 
known [3, Theorem 3-61, AX= B has a solution vector X if and only if 
rankA = (rank of the augmented matrix [A, B]). (3.2) 
If p=O, then AX= 0= (zero matrix) always has the trivial solution, and both 
(3.2) and the condition of Theorem 3 on the matrix A are clearly satisfied. 
Hence, we suppose p= 1. Let R be any nonsingular matrix such that 
RB=Z(n,l; l)=col(l,O ,..., 0). Suppose that RA =col(A,,A,) with A,,A, as 
described in the theorem, so rankAs= r - 1. Since rankA = T, we must have 
the row vector A, independent of the rows of A,. The vector [A,, l] is clearly 
independent of the rows of [A,,O,], where 0, is the (n - 1) X 1 zero vector, so 
that rankZL4 = rank [RA, RB] = r. But since R is nonsingular, we have 
rankA = rank [A, B], and (3.2) holds. Conversely, suppose (3.2) holds. With R 
as described above, we partition RA as col(A,,A,) with A,=A,(l,s). If 
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rankd, = 0, then A,= (zero vector), so rankRA<rank [RA,RB], which, 
since R is nonsingular, is contrary to (3.2). Hence, rankA,= 1. If rankA, 
< r- 1, we have an immediate contradiction, since r=rankA -G rankA, + 
rank As < 1+ r - 1 is not possible. If rankd, > T- I, then rankAs = r, and the 
vector A, is a linear combination of the rows of A,. But the vector [A,, 11 is 
not a linear combination of the rows of [A,,O,], so rank [RA,RB] > rankRA, 
and since R is nonsingular, rank [A, B] > rankA. But this is again contrary to 
(3.2), so that we must have rankA%= T - 1, and RA satisfies the condition of 
Theorem 3. Hence, Theorem 3 and the usual solvability condition agree in 
the case B = (n, 1; p). 
In the special case o= r we can relate the matrix B to the solvability of 
the matrix equation AX = B. To do this we first state the following lemma, 
which is probably known and can be proven directly by block multiplication. 
LEMMA 1. If a matrix T= T( n, n) is non&g&r, then 
if and only if T- ’ is of the form 
A B 1 1 0 C’ 
where 0 in each case is (n - T) X r. 
(Actually A = Ti’, B = - Ti lT,,T& I, C = T,i I, but we do not need this.) 
By using the above lemma, we may prove 
LEMMA 2. lj A, B, P, Q, R, S are as in Theorem 2, with p = r, then 
PB=col(B,,O,) ij and only ij RA=col(A,,O,) where A,=A,(r,s; r), B, 
= B,(r, t; r), 0, is the (n- r) X s zero matrix and 0, is the (n - r) X t zero 
nuztix. 
Proof If PB = col( B,, 0), we write RBS=I(n,t; r) as RP-‘(PB)S 
= I (n, t; r). Hence, by Corollary 1, RP -i is of the form of T in Lemma 1, SO 
by this lemma, (RP -l)-l= PR -’ is of the form of T -‘. We now write 
PAQ=I(n,s; r) as PR-‘(PA)Q=I( n,s; r), so that in view of the form of 
PR -I and Corollary 1, we have that RA = col(A,,O). The second part of the 
lemma is proven in the same way. n 
We may now state the following theorem, which allows US to introduce 
the matrix B into the conditions of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. If A, B, P, Q, R, S are as in Theorem 2, with p= r, then 
f’R -l= . K,, Ku 
OK &2 I if and only if RA = if and only if PB = 4 [ 1 OB ’ 
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where ~~~ are as defined in Theorem 2 and A,, O,, B,, 0, are as defined in 
Lemm4l2. 
The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 2, Corollary 1 and Lemma 
2. By using Theorem 4 we can clearly obtain a special case of Theorem 3, for 
p = T, which also includes conditions on B. 
In the case of B equivalent to (and not equal to) Z (n, t; p), we have not 
removed the matrices P and R completely from the theorems. However, if 
we simply calculate any R such that RBS = Z (n, t; p), we need only check the 
rank of a certain submatrix of RA to see if AX = B is solvable. In view of the 
fact that R is any matrix which satisfies the above noted condition, it is clear 
that the condition of Theorem 3 is a function of the matrices A, B (as it 
should be) rather than being a function of the matrix R. 
4. SOME RELATED RESULTS 
In view of the fact that the theorems stated in the previous sections were 
not concerned with the matrices Q and S, we now consider the question of 
whether or not some corresponding theorems can be obtained in terms of 
these matrices. We conclude this paper with the following theorems. 
THEOREM 5. Let A, P, Q, be as in Theorem 1. Then 
QII OQ 
Q = Q21 Qzz [ 1 ifandonlyif A=[A, Aa], 
where Qll = Q,,(p,r), OQ is the zero px (s - r) matrix, Qzl= Qzl(s-p,r), 
Qzz=Q22(~-~,~-r), A,=A,(n,p), A,=A,(n,s-p; u), u=r-p. 
THEOREM 6. Let A, B, P, Q, R, S be as in Theorem 2. Then 
S-IQ= ‘11 OK 
[ 1 K2, K22 
if and only if AS = [A, A2], 
where Kll = K,,(p,r), 0, is the zero p x (s - r) matrix, K,, = K,,(s -p,r), 
K2, = K,,(s - p,s - r), and A, and A, are as in Theorem 5. 
The proofs of th e above theorems are like the proofs of Theorems 1 and 
2. Claerly, corresponding results for B are valid in Theorem 6. 
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